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Blueberry editors produce Broadcast Award nominated work
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‘José Andrés & Family In Spain’ wins a Daytime Emmy!
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Our favourite moments from Doc Fest 2023
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Insights from The Media Production and Technology Show
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Projects by Blueberry editors earn nominations at the 2023 Broadcast Awards
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Meet the documentaries that made our time at Sheffield Doc Fest
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Tax Increases from April 2022: What You Need to Know
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Guide to Freelancer Insurance
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Rosa Lykiardopoulos is ready to push the boundaries of storytelling in design and animation
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Beatrix Grimbly discusses freelancing as your authentic self
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Shaping your career in post: in conversation with Karla Guimarães
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Beth Allan talks women in post and her mental health journey
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Senior Motion Graphics Designer, Dawn Donohoe: Breaking the bias
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Promax award-winning Editor Laverne Antonio discusses her career journey
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International Women’s Day: An interview with long-form Editor, Rita Kaye
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Blueberry is 20!
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Get in touch
0207 199 3850

Email us



Twitter

Instagram
Facebook

Linkedin



Opening hours:
 9.30am - 6pm, Mon - Fri



Terms of Business


 
Blueberry Creative Consultants Ltd

10 Redan House

27 Redan Place

London 

W2 4SA


Company number 4379194

VAT number 795713290
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